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Since taking office in May, I have had the opportunity to attend a number of events and to speak to so
many people in, and affiliated with, the engineering community within Canada. Furthermore, I attended
both the National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) meetings in Dallas, and the NCEES meetings
in Indianapolis, and I found these two events extremely enlightening. It really made me appreciate the
system of regulation of Professional Engineering that we have in Canada, and it became very clear to me
that our Canadian system does a much better job of protecting the public welfare, not to mention being
good for the health of the engineering profession itself.
In the United States there are 50 states and 5 territories involved, each with their own licensing board –
that alone exponentially increases the difficulty of responding to challenges, making improvement, and
reaching unified agreement. Secondly, the system south of the border is extremely fragmented when
compared to ours. For those unfamiliar with the US landscape, the four main components of their
system are each administered by entirely separate bodies, as briefly described below:

-

ABET – accredits HEI’s, but its focus is not linked to licensure.
NCEES – Sets the exams to confirm the skills have been achieved, suitable for licensure,
but does this as an entirely separate body.
State Boards – Regulators. They are government departments that license Professional
Engineering as well as many other professions and trades.
NSPE – The member services and advocacy body for professional engineers. Though it
does really great work, it suffers from declining membership and financial limitations.

This fragmentation, and the fact that the regulation portion is done by government departments whose
sole purpose is to administer the regulations, not to envision how better to regulate, results in a less
than optimal service to both the public in the US, and to the engineering profession there. It also leads
to the severe threats that the profession is facing there, where engineering is under immediate threat of
being de-regulated largely due to the public’s and the legislator’s failure to understand what engineers
do and how they are essential to public welfare. The fragmentation also results in very poor mobility
from state-to-state, let alone between Canada and the US.

Engineers Canada Board Workshop
Meanwhile, back in Canada, I had the pleasure of hosting the Engineers Canada Board Workshop in
Kingston, Ontario. The primary focus of this workshop was to synthesize all of the input we received
from our Challenges and Opportunities Consultation to ensure that Engineers Canada is addressing the
issues that the Regulators really want us to address. We also used the information gathered from the
Big Picture Thinking sessions, the Open Forum sessions and past environmental scans. All of these
inputs were successfully grouped into 21 themes that were then refined into 6 main focus areas that
emerged as the basis of our draft strategic plan. I was extremely pleased with the positive energy,
commitment and hard work that our Directors, Board Advisors and Staff put into this very productive
workshop. The next step is for the Directors to bring this back to the regulators to further refine the
plan with the ultimate goal that the regulators will approve the plan at the Annual General Meeting, as
required in our by-laws.
Accreditation Forum
Another major event that took place over the summer was the Accreditation Forum. We will be
speaking more about it at the meeting so I won’t go into detail here, nor to impose my personal
opinions, other than to say that our next steps are vitally important. The forum was very well received
by those in attendance and I received a huge amount of positive feedback. It didn’t result in a shared
vision for the future of accreditation nor should we have ever realistically expected to achieve that. It
did, however, help to better understand many of the issues and what is important to the various
attendees. I personally found it enlightening to learn that there was a lack of common understanding of
the fundamental purpose of the accreditation of engineering programs that Engineers Canada carries
out.
Promising Practices
One of the most valuable parts of my travels over the past 4 months has been to visit both our own
regulators across the country and other similar organizations beyond our borders to learn of how they
are addressing the many challenges and opportunities that all of our Canadian regulators share. I feel
that Engineers Canada can provide a huge beneficial value to our regulators by being the conduit
through which good ideas and practices can be shared. A shining example of this is the Organizational
Quality Management (OQM) program that APEGBC developed and implemented, and which has become
a proven success in raising the quality and accountability of firms offering engineering services. The fact
that they were able to accomplish this all on a purely voluntary basis and all without any power in their
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legislation to regulate engineering firms is remarkable and offers a great lesson to us all: sometimes a
carrot works even better than a stick. This is a truly innovative program that helps to reduce risks to the
public and also reduces risks to engineering firms themselves. It is a program that should be shared.
Other examples include the mobility initiatives that Engineers Nova Scotia has pioneered in terms of
recognition of other regulator’s CPD programs and in their common application initiative with Engineers
PEI, Engineers Yukon and APEGBC. And finally, the very ground-breaking risk-based CPD model currently
under development by PEO.
We can both share in our successes and, when we pool our resources, we can accomplish great things
together more efficiently, effectively, and at a lower cost than if we each tried to do so independently –
in this way Engineers Canada can play an indispensable role in serving the needs of our regulators.
Key Learnings and Observations from Events Attended
I have prepared the following informal summary of a number of the key things that I learned or
observed at the many events that I have attended since becoming President that I felt would be of
particular relevance or interest to Engineers Canada. The list and observations represent my personal
takeaways and are not intended to be comprehensive.

Event
PEGNL AGM, St.
John’s, NFLD

Key Learnings
•

•
•
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A policy analyst with the Atlantic Provinces Economic Council delivered a
sobering presentation on the economic downturn not just in NL, but for
Canada as a whole, as well as the projected significant rise in projected
government deficits.
Abigail Steel gave a great talk about our 30 by 30 goals and why this is so
important to the future of our profession.
Nick Whalen, MP for St. John’s East addressed the AGM. Nick is on a
committee studying government procurement. He observed that decisions
involving procurement that touch upon engineering are often made
without any involvement on the part of engineers. In fact, when a
procurement team wants to get an engineer involved they have to get
special permission. It is a case where engineering is seen as a cost rather
than an investment. Mr. Whalen thinks this is the wrong approach and he
invited the engineering community to provide input to the committee on
which he serves to make the case for engineering.
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Event
Key Learnings
Engineers Canada
Board Workshop, • Major strategic planning exercise considering over 700 inputs
Kingston, Ontario • Main sources of inputs:

•

National Society
of Professional
Engineers AGM,
Dallas

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
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o Linkages Challenges and Opportunities Consultation
o Big Picture Thinking sessions
o Open Forum sessions
o Environmental scan
These inputs were successfully grouped into 21 themes that were then
refines and 6 main focus areas emerged to form the basis of our strategic
plan
There was a fascinating presentation on Engineering and Safety at Nasa, by
Nancy Currie-Gregg. She flew on the Columbia space shuttle. She
identified the dangerous human behavior that occurs in high-risk
engineering endeavors called the “normalization of deviance.” This is
known as the gradual process through but which unacceptable practice or
standards become acceptable. As the deviant behaviour is repeated
without catastrophic results, it becomes the social norm for the
organization.
NSPE has developed on-line ethics courses.
There is a strong anti-regulation sentiment currently sweeping the U.S.
Several states have introduced bills that would de-regulate engineering.
Legislators are maintaining regulation where they believe there is a public
interest in doing so, but they don’t include regulation of engineering in that
category, whereas groups like architects, plumbers and real estate agents
are considered important to regulate because their work, and not an
engineer’s work, is considered critical to the life, health and safety of the
public.
Attended a presentation on the Dallas Cowboy’s new stadium. The windtunnel analysis was done by the Canadian firm RWDI, based in Guelph.
Innovations in Engineering Education. Stress leadership, global impact,
innovation, creativity. Don’t lecture the students – engage them. The
students want to know how their work will change people’s lives. SMU
School of Engineering has a 35% to 38% female enrollment rate across all
disciplines.
CPD Requirements: most states call for between 12 and 20 hours annually.
NCEES national guideline calls for 15 hours of CPD + 1 hour of ethics per
year.
Several states license Structural Engineers separately from professional
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Event

Key Learnings
•

engineers in general. Several more states are looking to follow this model.
Advocacy Issues and Challenges (as articulated by the engineers in
attendance):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engineers Nova
Scotia Council
Retreat

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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Public perception is that software can do engineering and so
engineers are no longer necessary – can be replaced by
technologists or lay-people.
Engineers are being forced to take on more risk than ever
before.
If engineers don’t define themselves, their clients will.
Clients won’t value us until we value ourselves.
When we get into bidding wars we send the message that we
can always do it for less. We need to stand firm on our fees
otherwise we just become a commodity.
Globalization: no idea where the calculations are being done.
Public wants to know what the particular engineer is qualified to
do – generic PE license is not enough.
We mustn’t be stuck on trying to defend the way we’ve been
doing things in the past.
Ensure that Engineers Canada remains member driven
Supportive of the Canadian Framework for Regulation
Appreciates sharing of Professional Practice Guidelines
The common application agreement with NS, PEI, BC and YK is
seen as a success.
Using the NCEES FE exams as an efficient and widely recognized
means to confirm academic qualifications of foreign trained
applicants.
Looking to Engineers Canada to develop options and avenues to
address regulatory issues associated with new or non-traditional
areas of engineering practice
Need to focus on Ethics for engineers
Unhappy with the current framework for the affinity program
revenues.
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Event
NCEES AGM,
Indianapolis

Key Learnings
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UPEI School of
Sustainable
Design
Engineering
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•
•

Since the FE exam has moved to computer based testing (CBT)
they have administered over 95,000 exams (since Jan. 2014)
Exams to be enhanced by the introduction of Alternative Item
Types (AIT) in 2017. AIT’s are things that can be shown and
manipulated on a computer screen, like dragging tokens around
a screen to match items, or to point and click to identify
something.
First time pass rates on FE are 70-78%
Transition of the PE exams to CBT will be done by discipline with
Chemical Engineering slated to be ready by January 2018. Two
disciplines to follow each year after that.
Tension exists between those jurisdictions that offer only the
general PE license and those that have the PE and the SE
(Structural Engineer) licensing.
ASCE has produced a nice two page guide to pre-licensure
experience for engineering interns.
Discussion about following Canada’s model and introducing a
PPE exam.
NCEES has developed an education standard that they use when
assessing foreign trained engineers.
Many jurisdictions have very poor relations with the
Architecture profession. Architecture has been very aggressive
in matters of turf and they have been successful in gaining
exclusive rights to many aspects of design that are actually
engineering.
For the first time students can receive an engineering degree in
PEI without leaving the province.
The events at UPEI went very well, and the attendance exceeded
expectations. The event attracted a plethora of VIP’s as well as
about 70% of the PEI provincial cabinet, including Premier Wade
MacLaughlin, and past-Premier Robert Ghiz. Several of the
federal MP’s from PEI were in attendance, including Sean Casey
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and Lawrence McAuley, Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food.
• It is a great facility and UPEI is gearing up to produce graduates
whose skills match closely with what our own Engineers Canada
labour market studies have indicated are needed in Canada, and
their approach to delivering the engineering curriculum reflects
the progressive models that stress collaboration, hands-on
learning, industry partnerships, and producing graduates who
are industry-ready from day one.
• Some of the key people I had the opportunity to speak to during
the event included:
o UPEI Engineering Dean Nick Krouglicof
o Jim Landrigan, Executive Director, EngineersPEI
o Dave Taylor, EngineersPEI President
o Johannes Larsen, Innovation and Network Advisor –
Maritimes, National Research Council
o Allan Dale, UPEI Director of Industry Partnership,
o Wade MacLaughlan, Premier of PEI
o Alaa Abd-El-Aziz, UPEI President and Vice-Chancellor
• I found the discussions very fruitful, though all were fairly brief
and informal.
• In speaking with Dean Krouglicof, we discussed their upcoming
accreditation visit this fall. He was proud to report that the
documentation will be entirely electronic and they are very
upbeat about the graduate attributes based criteria. We spoke
about the advantages of starting fresh with a new engineering
program at a new facility, at a smaller university – sometimes it
is much easier to steer a smaller ship in new directions than to
change the course of a large ship. UPEI faculty and staff are
clearly young, energetic, and progressive. I spoke to Dean
Krouglicof about the upcoming Accreditation Forum and he
agreed to attend.
• UPEI President Adb-El-Aziz is obviously a very effective leader
and is someone who would be a good ally in the academic world.
I understand that it was he, only about 3 years ago, who pitched
the idea of establishing a degree-granting engineering program
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Key Learnings
in an entirely new facility at UPEI. Initially he met with
skepticism, but he is extremely passionate about it and was able
to persuade the university, the government, and the donors to
get behind the project. The building cost about $25M (which is
very good value) and they have raised about $30M through
fundraising. This is quite impressive for such a small university
establishing an entirely new program.
• Though my time speaking with Premier MacLauglin was limited,
my message was very well received. I used the opportunity to
stress the importance of professional engineering for the
Canadian economy and the role that engineering plays in
economic development. I also spoke about where Canada’s
engineering can be most competitive, based on the findings of
the Labour Market study reports. I complemented the
leadership that PEI was showing through their support of the
new School of Sustainable Design Engineering, as a key strategic
investment for PEI and the country as a whole. Premier
MacLaughlin suggested that we carry on the discussion further
and he asked for my contact information.
• I believe that our (Engineers Canada’s) attendance at this event
was of benefit in meeting our Ends. I do, however, have some
suggestions for how we could improve our impact and
effectiveness at future similar events. My suggestions are as
follows:
1. Every time we are attending an event we need to look for
how we can use that event to work towards achieving our
Ends. This needs to be part of our standard operating
procedure for attendance at events with external groups.
We need to go into these with clear objectives that we are
hoping to achieve.
2. We need to gather intelligence in advance of all events on
who will be attending. At the UPEI event, we had a very
large number of federal and provincial politicians. It would
have been very helpful to me, as President, to receive a
briefing outlining who was attending, what their roles were,
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Event

Engineers Nova
Scotia AGM,
Halifax, NS

Key Learnings
and what specific messages we would like to deliver to each
of them.
3. Given such an opportunity to advance our messaging to
government and other influential persons present, it would
have been much better if we had tried to get an
opportunity for me to speak at the event. I understand that
there were a lot of VIP’s in attendance and they can’t
introduce everyone, but our EC staff should be assigned to
make contact with whoever is putting the program together
and they should try to get us introduced and given the
opportunity to speak, whenever possible.
4. As an attendee I received a name tag. It did not, however,
identify that I was from Engineers Canada. As such, unless I
had the chance to introduce myself, people did not even
know that the Engineers Canada President was in
attendance. Perhaps we should have our own name tags
made up that promotes Engineers Canada.
5. At this event there were many key influential people in
attendance. Politicians, CA representatives, government
staff, University Administrators, etc. To maximize our
effectiveness, we should, in advance, seek to set up
meetings with such people while we are all there where
such meetings could advance our progress towards our
Ends.
6. I put out a few tweets about the event. I think that EC
communications staff could play a role in using social media
to promote events such as this, and the role that Engineers
Canada plays. We really need to work at marketing and
promotion — there is lots of room for improvement in this
regard.
•
•
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EngineersNS held a number of great professional development
seminars and speakers. Last year they held more than 40 CPD
events throughout NS with over 1,000 attendees.
Seminar themes:
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Key Learnings
o Professional practice
o Climate change & Intrastructure
o Business skills and training
o Cultural competence
o Engineers without Borders
• Recent elections: 25% voter participation
• 30 by 30 goal: reached 21% over the past year.
• License dues are tied to the Consumer Price Index ($1.00
increase this year)
• CPD policy: With regards to national mobility, EngineersNS’s
policy is that if a licensee meets the CPD requirements of their
home jurisdiction, they are deemed to meet EngineersNS’s
requirements with respect to CPD.

Additional Comments:
I have been fortunate to receive many helpful and constructive comments from several of our Directors,
advisors, volunteers and our regulators.
I have received feedback that our confidentiality policy (GP-3.0.1) sends entirely the wrong message in
that the default seems to be that all matters are to be treated as confidential. This is exactly the wrong
approach for an organization like ours. Our default position needs to be full transparency, with
confidentiality reserved only for those special situations that warrant it, and on all other matters our
volunteers should feel very free to discuss and share openly. I have asked that this be placed on the
agenda for the next Governance Committee meeting.
There is a steep learning curve for newly appointed Directors who come to serve on the Board of
Engineers Canada. Given that we meet so infrequently; new Directors face a significant challenge in
reaching a level of proficiency with the organization that allows them to fully contribute. We identified
a need to do better to orientate our new Directors to get them up to speed quickly, and Russ Kinghorn,
our President-elect and Chair of the Linkages TF has stepped up to address this gap.
____________________________________
Chris D. Roney, P.Eng., FEC
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